SCIENTIFIC APPROACHES TO UNDERSTANDING TACTICAL AND CRIMINALISTIC COMPLEXES AND PROBLEMS OF THEIR PRACTICAL APPLICATION

The paper examines theoretical foundations of tactical and criminalistic complexes and their practical application in the criminal proceedings. Scientific approaches to understanding notion “tactical and criminalistic complex”, its functional purpose in the investigative and judicial activities are analyzed. It is proved that the doctrinal approaches to the definition of the notion under consideration should be based on the differentiated understanding of such organizational and tactical means as a tactical operation and tactical combination.
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One of the defining trends of the modern development of Criminalistics and practice of counteraction to criminality is a comprehensive realization of investigative (search), covert investigative (search) activities, operational-search, provisional, organizational-technical and other measures in order to resolve individual tactical tasks whose solution by another way is ineffective or impossible at all in a specific investigatory situation. Therefore, the statement of B. V. Schur is justifiable that time has come to move from segmental methodological recommendations for tactical expediency of certain investigative actions to the relevant complex approach, to the establishment of specific dependencies with intermediate (tactical) task of investigation. Wherein, one should keep in mind that tactical and criminalistic complexes in the investigation of crimes (techniques, combinations, operations) are certain instruments of evidence collection and verification. They are considered as procedural and organizational tactical form of exercising optimal, allowable methods of action, line of conduct in the process of solving tactical problems, being realized in order to achieve purposes crime investigation.

In the special literature and practice of criminal proceedings different terms are used in order to indicate complex tactical means. Often they are referred as complex means of criminalistic tactics, criminalistic complex, tactical operations, tactical combinations, criminalistic theory of tactical operations.

---

“tactical complex”1 “criminalistic complex”2, “tactical-criminalistic complex” or “tactical (criminalistic) complex”3, “organizational-tactical complex”4 and others. In most cases, there are different approaches to the interpretation of notions under consideration, some discussions on their essence and content. At the same time, unfortunately, there is no unambiguous understanding of the essence considered actions and measures, methods until now, as well as, there is no single scientific approach to their research.

So, one of the urgent tasks of development of the theoretical problems of complex use of tactics is to solve the problems of the conceptual apparatus. After all, at the beginning of any scientific research, it is necessary to determine the significance, position and relationship of the phenomenon (category) under study, to understand the general theoretical positions, to formulate original notions and only then to initiate directly scientific solution of the problem. Flouting this rule leads only to confusion and, sometimes, causes to “reject” the existing experience of the theoretical and applied researches and to begin consideration of certain issues from the very beginning, from the first principles. In this aspect, undoubtedly a considerable scientific and practical interest is in depth study of the notion “tactical-criminalistic complex”, its structure, and relation of the components that are combined in it, their influence on each other and so forth.

Formulation of the notion “tactical-criminalistic complex” requires first of all a thorough analysis and clarification of the essence of the term “complex” which is defined as (English – Complex, Latin – Complexus – interlacement, combination, link) a set of objects, notions or associations which constitute one whole5. In the explanatory dictionaries the term “complex” is defined as a set, combination of phenomena and properties6 or a set of objects, devices, programs, programs,

---


phenomena, actions, properties that make up one whole, work in a single system, have a common purpose, “in complex” — together, into one, instead of separating anything\(^1\), or a set, a combination of anything; a group, a set of objects, phenomena of a single purpose\(^2\).

In the psychological literature complex is understood as a combination of individual mental processes into a single whole different from the sum of its elements\(^3\); a set of mental elements united around some thematic kernel and associated with certain feelings\(^4\). In psychology — a set of psychic processes that cause an inadequate response to any external or internal psychic irritant\(^5\) or a set of any psychic elements which is characteristic to someone that is grasped by him and determine his behavior\(^6\).

In the conceptual apparatus of Criminalistics the term “tactical (criminalistic) complex” appeared as a consequence of scientists attempt to unite all existing organizational and tactical means under “one roof”\(^7\). In this sense, O. Yu. Holovin fairly notices that in the modern Criminalistics the problem of constructing clear and logical system of notions necessitates introduction of a special term which denotes different complexes of investigator's actions united by necessity of solving definite problems of investigation\(^8\).

Along with it, in the theory of Criminalistics the question concerning notion “tactical (criminalistic) complex” remains debatable. In particular, M. O. Selivanov understands conjunction (combination) of tactical methods within the frames of a single procedural act as a tactical complex\(^9\). V. I. Sorokotyaugin and O. A. Schmidt, on the contrary, believe that the criminalistic complex is a combination of the set of investigative, organizational-checking, control-revising measures, as well as actions with applying special knowledge carried out by investigators and other participants in the criminal proceedings with the purpose of timely execution of certain problems significant in terms of content\(^10\).

According to Ye. H. Dzhakhishev, the notion “tactical-criminalistic complex” combines per se two categories — “tactical operation” and “tactical combination”. This approach, as the scientist notices, to denote different sets of investigative

\(^5\) See: Большой словарь иностранных слов. — С. 299.
\(^6\) See: Великий тлумачний словник сучасної української мови. — С. 445.
\(^8\) See: Головин А. Ю. Indicated work. — С. 216–217.
\(^9\) See: Селіванов Н. А. Indicated work. — С. 92.
\(^10\) See: Сорокотягин И. Н., Шмидт А. А. Indicated work. — С. 98.
actions is optimal because tactical operation and tactical combination mutually complement each other, and can be used simultaneously for the characteristics of the entire system from the set of investigative measures. Some scientists believe that the tactical-criminalistic complex is a set of investigative actions, operational-search, control-revisory, technical and other measures, as well as a set of tactical methods that are realized within the framework of a separate investigation. These complexes are used to solve concrete problems that arose at certain stages of investigation of crimes in the conditions of various investigative situations.

In his turn S. Yu. Yakushin in system tactical and criminalistic complexes distinguish separate tactical methods and complex tactical means – combinations tactical and tactical operations. In doing so, the scientist emphasizes that the notion of tactical-criminalistic complex should not be identified with the notion a criminalistic complex which is wider in its content. According to O. Yu. Golovin, tactical complexes – multilevel systems of investigative, operational-search and organizational actions, methods aimed at solving problems under investigation of the criminal case.

Exploring the issues under consideration, A. V. Shmonin notes that the term “tactical complex” – is organizationally-ordered set (system) of tactictical methods and/or procedural actions and/or operational-search and/or other measures aimed at solving problems of preliminary investigation or stipulated by this task and investigative situation. In his opinion, tactical complexes may include in their structure the following elements: tactical methods; investigative actions; other procedural acts; organizational activities; technical measures; operational-search measures; revisions and documentary checkings (tax audits), measures on the study of documentary information; measures on the use of mass media and Internet technologies in the process of crimes investigation; activities related to the use of public assistance (non-governmental organizations, other associations of citizens, etc.).

Stated position of A. V. Schmonin has been criticized on the pages of criminalistic editions. In particular, B. V. Schur believes that it is difficult to imagine a combination of multi-ordinal means of criminalistic tactics – systems of tactical methods (or separate tactical methods) and procedural (investigative) actions or other measures because tactical methods do not exist by themselves; they are used within the limits of investigative action. Therefore, there may be a combination of investigative and others (procedural and non-procedural) measures. Another thing is that there are varieties of tactical operations – 1) the system of investiga-

2 See: Асташкина Е. Н., Марочин Н. А., Михальчук А. Е. Indicated work. — С. 5.
4 See: Головин А. Ю. Indicated work. — С. 216.
tive actions; 2) complex of investigative actions and operational-search measures; 3) complex of investigative actions, organizational and technical measures and so forth. Such combinations could be attributed to tactical complexes used as an element of separate criminalistic methods\(^1\). Various positions of scholars on the integrated use of tactical-criminalistic means of crimes investigation were expressed in the criminalistic literature. Thus, some forensic scientists\(^2\) offer to consider tactical combination as the most common collective notion of the whole entirety of combinational tactical actions in Criminalistics, that is, they, in fact, equate such notions as “tactical combination” and “tactical-criminalistic complex”. An active supporter of this position was R. S. Bielkin, who initially proposed the term “tactical combination” to describe the tactical means of interrogation which were called “psychological trap” or “investigative tricks”, and later, having expanded the notion of tactical combinations included combination of not only tactical methods but also the investigative acts in it. In his opinion, “tactical combination” – it is some combination of tactical methods of or investigative actions aims to solve a particular task of investigation caused by this purpose and investigative situation\(^3\). R. S. Bielkin divided all tactical combinations at simple (consisting from the system of tactical methods which are applied within the frames of a single investigative action) and complex (systems of investigative actions and other measures).

The peculiarity of the above concept is that a single term – “tactical combination” refers to two different notions: a system of tactical methods of that are used in the fulfillment of one investigative action, and a set of investigative, operational-search and other actions aimed at solving certain tactical tasks. According to the stated position, in the criminalistic literature critical remarks were expressed to the address of its supporters. In particular, M. P. Maliutin thinks that notions under consideration are different in their scope and combination of them into one definition is hardly appropriate\(^4\). V. Yu. Sokol notes that the overall directivity on the solution of emerging tactical tasks can not be the basis for unification of the system of tactical methods and the system of investigative actions within the frames of a single theoretical construction\(^5\).

Other scientists defend the thought which is common in criminalistic science, according to which, the separate organizationally-tactical means of investigation are the tactical operation and tactical combination. With this in mind, the terms “tactical combination” and “tactical operation” reflect certain types of tactical

---

1 See: Щур Б. В. Indicated work. — С. 188–189.
complexes. “Tactical combination and tactical operation, – S. Yu. Yaku- shev marks – are a form of tactical complexes or complex tactical means”

Along with that, in Criminalistics there were expressed various, not unambiguous views on the understanding and relationship between the notions “tactical operation” and “tactical combination”. In their studies, scientists consider these categories as either independent, or, conversely, equate, mix them seeing only the difference in terminology. Thus, Ye. H. Dzhakishev combines the notions “tactical combination” and “tactical operation” in one term, and offers such complexes of actions to call “tactical combinational operation”, noting that namely in this form the notions “... do not contradict each other, but on the contrary, they complement each other and can be used simultaneously to characterize the overall system from the combination of investigative actions, operational-search and other measures”. V. I. Shykanov also considered that combination is the attribute of the theory and practice of operative-investigative activities, and in Criminalistics the term “tactical combination” is used only when one stresses that the tactical operation is related with very difficult “multi-level” estimations based on the possibilities of reflective analysis, and involves extensive use of the operational capabilities of the inquiry body. In other words, he considered tactical combination to be a kind of tactical operation.

Along with this the vast majority of scientist-criminalists believe that tactical operations and tactical combinations are independent means and offer their own criteria of their differentiation. Thus, A. V. Shmonin supports the position on distinction of these complexes and their independent status. Such a conclusion, in his opinion, is considered to be important in terms of methodology and mainly affects upon the research results of the problem under consideration.

Individual authors provide us with other points of view on the understanding of the tactical combination and tactical operation. Thus, O. O. Mykhalchuk and V. V. Stepanov believe that the tactical combination and tactical operation are two independent of each other substantive criminalistic categories, but tactical combination, in addition, besides having an independent nature, may also be a structural element of a tactical operation.

Certain scientific interest is deserved by position V. Yu. Shepitko who believes that systems of tactical methods (tactical combination) and tactical ope-
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tation as its independent elements belong to the organizational and tactical means of investigation realization as one of the varieties of criminal tactics means. In his opinion, the definition of the notion “tactical combination” comprising combination of investigative actions, raises objections. Moreover, he believes that it is inappropriate to combine two separate categories – “a combination of tactical methods” (system of means) and “combination of investigative (or other) actions” (tactical operation) into one notion. The combination of tactical means and investigative actions has different purposes and is not equivalent. In the etymological sense the term “combination” is identical to the term “system of means to achieve something”. Tactical combination is possible only within the same investigative (judicial) action and does not imply combination with tactical methods of other procedural act, therefore it should be considered as a synonym of tactical methods. Tactical operation involves combination of similar and dissimilar investigative actions, operational-search, organizational and other measures aimed at fulfillment of the interim investigation task in a particular investigative situation.

S. B. Rossynskyi considers tactical operation and tactical combination in a slightly renewed interpretation. In his opinion, tactical combination – is a definite set of tactical methods, investigative and judicial actions, which is aimed at solving concrete task of the preliminary investigation or judicial consideration, and is stipulated by this purpose and investigative situation. Inclusion of court procedures into the elements that constitute tactical combination is motivated by scientists by the following reasons: a) procedural differentiation between investigative and judicial actions that cause their criminalistic differentiation; b) range expansion of the subjects of tactical combinations realization, among which one may attribute a court and a judge; c) the possibility of realizing not only at the pretrial investigation but also at the court.

In our opinion expanding the scope of applying tactical combinations and operations by introducing the court into the subjects of their realization, we can talk about tactical combinations and operations in the court proceedings. A vivid example of the support of this position is the assertion S. Yu. Yakushyn that with regard to the stage of judicial investigation, as an example of the practical realization of complicated tactical combination may serve choosing optimal tactical methods and line of conduct with the participants of the investigation in conditions of conflict situation (for example, refusing to testify, giving false testimony, self-incrimination, and so on) by the court (and parties).


The solution of this situation may be application of the system of judicial, organizational-technical actions and activities, including: a) initial judicial questioning of individuals who give consistent and truthful testimonies; b) leaving of the composition of the court to the crime scene; c) carrying out judicial inspection; g) production for inspection of physical evidence; d) carrying out identification in court; e) applying (if necessary) disciplinary measures to the violators of the order in the courtroom and others.

The scientist notes further that as a general rule for the trial it is not characteristic any operative support of the criminal case being in proceedings. Application of the state measures of protection, stipulated by the legislation, for witnesses often takes place in the pre-trial investigation. At the same time in the situation of change of crime eyewitness testimony in the courtroom in the criminal case proceedings, the court and the prosecution party may apply the tactical means of provisional nature within the framework of peculiar tactical operation. Therefore, in our view, the proposal on expanding the scope of applying tactical combinations and operations in court proceedings in the court is one of the promising directions of tactical operations theory that requires further depth consideration and reflection.

Considering the ratio of the tactical operation and tactical combination, S. B. Rossynskyi notes that the main difference of the tactical complexes under consideration is the availability operational-search activities in the structure of tactical operation while the tactical combination is a set of tactical means or investigative actions. The scientist underlines that tactical operation combines both elements of tactical combinations which consist in the complex of investigative actions and the elements of operative combination which consist in the complex of operational-search combinations. The author notes that the results of conducting tactical combinations can fully be the evidence in the case as they are obtained from the investigative (court) actions, but the results of the tactical operation are the evidence only partially as the data obtained in the course of operational-search activities which do not meet the requirements of the criminal procedural law, are prohibited at all to use in the process of proving in a criminal case. Finally, tactical combination differs from the tactical operation in a range of participants. In the tactical combination there are participating an investigator (there may be a group of investigators), prosecutor and a court, on their own or, acting upon authorization, exercise certain investigative (court) actions aimed at achievement of intermediate result in a case.

It should be noted that the judicial actions are also interrelated in a certain way between themselves, and should be selected taking into account the expedient sequence. Therefore, we can talk about systems (complexes) of judicial actions as important means of criminalistic tactics. On this occasion, it is true that the

---

1 See: Якушин С. Ю. Криминалистическая тактика: вопросы теории и практики. — С. 50.


success of the trial depends on the selected evidence examination order by the court. If the sequence of the proceedings is regulated by law, and the court cannot change it under any circumstances, the order of the proceedings is determined by the court taking into account the circumstances of the criminal proceedings.

Certain scientific interest constitutes attempts of O. D. Trubachov and M. Ye. Meretskyi to introduce the term “operational-tactical combination” into the conceptual apparatus of Criminalistics and again with its various interpretations. Thus, O. D. Trubachov understands “operational-tactical combination” a certain set of investigative and operational actions, which are based on reflexive control over behavior of an interrogated person¹. In his turn M. Ye. Meretskyi concludes that operational-tactical combination is a certain regulary complex set of several tactical and operative combinations, planned and carried out with taking into account (by using) the surprise factor to address the specific problems of the investigation stipulated by a particular investigative situation².

In our opinion, development of problems of using tactical operations and tactical combinations is definitely necessary for the further improvement of scientific bases of the investigation process in order to optimize it. Along with this, we fully agree with R. S. Bielkin who cautioned against enthusiasm on desire to create new terms and neglect balanced approach to their development. He rightly pointed out that the replacement of an existing term (terms) is fully justified only if the new term denotes a new definition of the notion whose content has been changed or significantly updated. If the notion denoted by the term has been changed, but it has not lost its essential characteristics, that is, if the changes were made, for example, only for the content of the term, then it is advisable to save the term given the strength of linguistic tradition³.

So, given the above analysis, it can be argued that the categories of “tactical combination” and “tactical operation” reflect certain types of means of tactical-criminalistic complexes. They are relatively new, specific activistic categories revealing the functional side of the complex means of the criminalistic tactics used by an investigator (prosecutor, court) during the criminal proceedings. Tactical combination and tactical operation – dynamical categories, the essence of which is the system of procedural and non-procedural actions (measures), interaction and influence. Despite the external similarity, they are autonomous tactical means and their distinction occurs on the basis of the following criteria: 1) essence and content; 2) a system of goals and tasks; 3) complexity of the structure components; 4) the functional purpose; 5) range and duration of the execution; 6) complexity of organization; 7) subject composition of


the participants. However, not paying attention to certain criteria of differentiation of these complexes, it is necessary to agree with the V. A. Zhuravel who notes that the proposed means should not be considered as criminalistic categories competing between themselves but rather as complements to each other which together create a single, the most effective mechanism for obtaining information necessary for the detection, investigation and prevention of criminal manifestations.

Thus, the doctrinal approaches to the definition of “tactical-criminalistic complex” should be based on a differentiated understanding of organizational and tactical means as the tactical operation and tactical combination. In our opinion, in this case, the most successful term for designation of the complex of procedural and non-procedural actions and measures aimed at solving separate (intermediate) tactical problems, is still a “tactical operation” as this term reveals the essence and contents of criminalistic means. In order to unify notions, it is advisable to apply the term “tactical operation” only when we are talking about the system of investigative (search), covert investigative (search) activities, operational-search, organizational-technical and other activities (in court proceedings – on the system of judicial actions of organizational-technical and other measures), and the term “tactical combination” – only on the system of tactical methods in the framework of carrying out a separate investigative or judicial action.

Herewith tactical operation should be considered as an independent category of Criminalistics and as a special kind of tactical-criminalistic complexes of investigation and judicial consideration of crimes. The complex of actions that are included in the structure of tactical operation, does not replace the tactics of investigative or judicial actions, and forms a more complex construction, the content of which does not exhaust tactical methods, but also includes investigative (search) actions, covert investigative (search) actions, operative-search and other activities contributing to their realization, and in legal proceedings – court actions and organizational-technical and other measures aimed at solving separate (intermediate) tactical tasks. Compared with the tactical methods and combinations thereof, tactical operations differ in scale and duration of actions, in a broader range of participants and in the high degree of organized nature of their activities. All this necessitates further active development of the problem of Criminalistic theory of tactical operations, has not only theoretical but also practical importance making it possible to include scientific recommendations capable to play a significant role in improving efficiency of criminal proceedings, and ultimately in establishing the truth, into the tactical arsenal of an investigator (judge). A clear understanding of the essence of the tactical operation and its relationship with

---

other means of criminalistic tactics, tactical-criminalistic complexes serves for the further development of the theory of Criminalistics, for the improvement of the judicial and investigative practice. Therefore, in modern conditions of updating criminal procedural legislation, reforming criminal justice, researches and developments on the problems of tactical-criminalistic complexes and their application in counteraction to criminality are relevant and stipulated by the needs of modern practice.
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